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Abstract— In the internet environment that we often encounter today, learning platforms provide convenience to people. The e-

learning model is used wherever there is a need for learning and teaching. Especially the covid-19 pandemic period we are in has 

shown us how necessary e-learning platforms are. This study is an e-learning platform similar to Udemy and W3schools, which is 

now widely used today. The platform enables the student to learn the C programming language effectively by providing c 

programming lectures, exercises to improve the learned knowledge, sample questions and solutions, and additional information. 

Even people who have no knowledge of programming with the e-learning platform can achieve their learning by following an easy 

and effective path. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays many developed countries have entered the Information Society stage, and the importance of education has been better 
understood in order to maintain sustainable growth. Many developed countries have greatly increased their education expenditures in 
order to develop their human capital and thus to grow rapidly[1,2]. However, advances in general-purpose technologies called 
information and communication technologies that allow information to flow easily, quickly and at low cost, although it offers 
completely new opportunities for educational institutions and those who want to study, it has started to have quite a big impact on the 
education sector[3].  

One of the most important effects that information and communication technologies covering the internet have revealed in 
educational activities is e-learning, which is a new way of learning conducted over computer networks and the internet. In our age of 
intensive use of information technologies, knowledge accumulation is constantly increasing. With the effect of  globalization, the 
circulation of information in the world has increased, and technologies for making the most use of this information and obtaining this 
information have been developed. Individuals have gained new opportunities with e-learning, which offers a flexible, rich and 
interactive structure. Due to its features such as providing education to people who live in different places, who cannot continue formal 
education, no time and space restrictions, e-learning is rapidly becoming widespread all over the world.[4-7] 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1 System Architecture 

The operation of this system is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of web application interface. Volunteering users can access 
the e-learning system at “wols.site” web address. The user logs in from the student login page is redirected to the student homepage, 
the navigation bar on the home page contains links for the student's easy access to courses, exercises, and examples. Users can also 
provide direct access to communication and user profile. They can also see instant notifications from the teacher here. Figure 2 shows 
the system framework, this framework adapted from previous the studies such as [9-13]  

A website management panel has been created to manage the e-learning Web application (WOLS). Web site management panel it 
is designed to update the site and allows you to manage the content of the areas specified by the programmer. System administrators 
can perform course add, delete and exercise add, delete operations from the administration panel. Also system administrators can view 
students ' achievement ranking from the admin panel, depending on the results of the exercises. These functions were realized by 
connecting the management panel to the database and coding with PHP, JavaScript and MySQL. 
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Fig.1 System Architecture [8] 

 

 

Fig.2 System framework. 

 

2.2 Web Application (WOLS) 

The definition of WOLS is a Web-Based Online Learning System. The web interface of e-learning system is prepared with PHP, 
JavaScript web programming language. Figure 2, also shows the framework structure of the e-learning web application. A framework 
is a real or conceptual structure intended to serve as a support or guide for the building of something that expands the structure into 
something useful.  

As shown in Figure 3 and 4, the data received with JavaScript is sent to the database when the admin user enters the data and clicks 
on the save button. Admin can add exercise and question details from this part of the management panel. 
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Fig.3 Add exercise screen. 

 

 

Fig.4 Add question details screen. 

The screen that the administrator can view after entry are given in Figures 5. 

 

Fig.5 Display the added exercises. 
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After each exercise, the correct and incorrect answers given by the student to the questions are calculated and reflected in a table 
on the screen. The structure of the score table is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Fig.6 Display score table. 

 
Course content is prepared separately for each subject of the C programming language. These contents have both verbal and visual 

content (screen output of codes). Content was created in the same way in the examples section on the home page. Figure 7, shows a 
screen image from the ranking section of the management panel. The ranking here constantly changes depending on students ' 
achievements in exercises. In this way, the teacher follows the success of his students. 

 

Fig.7 Displaying students' achievement ranking. 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

We see that the concepts of education and training have changed in parallel with the changes in the process from the past to the 
present. All technologies used in the transmission and sharing of information are also widely used in educational and training processes. 
E-learning is a part of the concept of distant training. Therefore, before defining the concept of e-learning, it would be useful to define 
the concept of distance education. Distance education is a corporate educational activity in which students, teachers and teaching 
materials in different places are brought together through communication Technologies. Remote training with a different expression, 
with different formats in different environments, there is more than one teacher or not, different educational organizations at different 
learning levels and ages, different technologies, different teaching methods and different philosophical approaches and a strategic 
motivation can be achieved. E-Learning, Internet/Intranet (Local Area Network) or over a computer network, the individual's self-
learning and the diffusion of actual knowledge of time, place does not recognize the border, or spouse to communicate with other 
learners and those who can teach as simultaneously untimely that provides visual and auditory responses that can interact with 
computer technology, socio-economic status of the rule that eliminates the barriers of lifelong education that provides individuals the 
opportunity to benefit from learning method. Based on this, an e-learning web application has been designed for all students who want 
to learn the C language. Many parts, including exercises and examples, have enabled students to reinforce what they have learned and 
thus identify the parts they are missing. By designing an appropriate management panel for teachers, was created. In this way, an e-
learning web application has been created that students and teachers can easily use and interact with. 
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